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Welcome
On behalf of the Governors and all the School
Staff I would like to warmly welcome you to
Richardson Endowed Primary School. We are
incredibly proud of our school, not just the
outstanding educational achievements but of
the wider opportunities we offer children and
how much they enjoy coming to our school.

This prospectus contains a wealth of information
about our school. However, the printed word can
only tell you so much. You are warmly welcomed
to visit Richardson Endowed Primary School to
look around and meet the staff and children by
appointment.
We look forward to meeting you and to working
closely with you during the time your child will
spend at our school.

Making the choice of school for your child is one
of the most difficult decisions you will make as a
parent. Here at Smalley we aim to recognise the
unique potential in each child and to work
alongside you as parents, to ensure that your child
becomes a confident and well- rounded young
person. We have an excellent team of staff here
who always aim to ‘Go the extra mile’ for the
children at our school.

Matthew
Crawford
Head teacher

Successful schools have many things in common,
one of which is a good relationship with parents.
We look forward to working closely with you to
ensure we can achieve our aim of becoming an
Outstanding School at the heart of the
community.
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School Vision, Aims and Motto
At Richardson Endowed Primary School we work
together as a community to provide a happy,
secure and stimulating environment where
children are motivated to learn, are valued as
individuals and encouraged to reach their full
potential.

• A personalised approach to learning
- where the needs of every child are provided for
• A learning community
- where everyone is valued, included and
involved
We come together as a school every year to set
a ‘Shared Vision’. The ‘Shared Vision’ for the
school is set in September.

We aim to deliver:
• High expectations
- of achievement, progress and behaviour
• Strong teamwork
- among children, staff , parents, governors
and the whole community
• An enjoyment of learning
- through a creative curriculum and effective
teaching
• An effective partnership
- with parents, our community and children’s
services

The whole school community is represented; all
staff, governors, PTFA, parent representatives
and children from our school council. The vision
is displayed in our hall and we keep updating it
as we achieve our aims for the coming year. We
start the session looking at what our dream
school would look like but then break this down
into achievable actions for the coming year as
we work towards our dream school.
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About Our School
Richardson Endowed Primary School is a
voluntary controlled co-educational primary
school, catering for children from 4 – 11 years.
The school, which consists of two separate
buildings, is very fortunately situated adjacent to
its own playing field. Access is possible from
Main Road and Kerry Drive.
Four classrooms – all with interactive whiteboards
and computers, hall, dining facilities and
caretaker’s room are situated in the newer block,
built in 1968, near Kerry Drive. The hall is provided
with modern PE equipment and the classrooms
have self-contained art areas, toilets and
cloakrooms. Our newest classroom was officially
opened by Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member
for Education, Councillor Kevin Gillott and Ian
Thomas, the Director of Children Services for
Derbyshire in December 2014.
In the older building, first started in 1721, there
are three classrooms, again with interactive
whiteboards and the school office. All visitors must
report initially to the school office so that security
can be maintained.
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Organisation of Classes

The Richardson Foundation

The children are in seven single year group classes
from The Early Years Foundation Stage to Year 6.
Our Pupil Admission Number (PAN) is 25 children
per year group, however, our maximum class size
is 30.

Richardson Endowed Primary School has a long
history. It was established, according to the
plaques on the school building close to Main
Road, by John and Samuel Richardson in 1721 as
a ‘Charity school for twelve poor scholars’. This
must surely make the school one of the earliest
educational foundations in Derbyshire. Until
1891, when Mundy Street School opened,
Smalley Boys’ School was the major centre of
education in the area and the only local school
offering its pupils any form of post primary
teaching.
The Richardson Foundation, which provided funds
for the running of the early school from the
proceeds of certain endowed property, is still in
existence. Some years ago the endowed property
was sold and the proceeds invested. The present
board of foundation governors meet at regular
intervals to administer the fund. They allocate
grants to local students undergoing higher
education and sometimes provide a measure of
financial assistance towards a school project.
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Our School Day

Before and After School Club

Morning

9.00 am - 12.00 noon (Infant KS1)
9.00 am - 12.10 pm (Junior KS2)

Afternoon

1.00 pm - 3.10 pm (Infant KS1)
1.00 pm - 3.20 pm (Junior KS2)

A private company called Brite Sparks, use the
school facilities for a before and after school club.
If you are interested in using this provision please
contact 07931 529222 or
michelle_eley@hotmail.co.uk.

The Infant Key Stage 1 comprises of children in
Reception, Year 1 and Year 2.

Punctuality

The Junior Key Stage 2 comprises of children in
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6.

The registration of a child’s attendance conforms
to LA regulations. When a child is not present
during the time set aside for registration (5
minute after each starting time) an absence mark
must be given whether the child arrives in school
later or not. A letter code is recorded in the
register showing the reason for absence, for
example “L” indicates lateness and “R” after
9.30am which would become unauthorised.

Arriving at school
Children should not ordinarily arrive in the school
playground until 5 to 10 minutes before school
begins. There is no playground supervision until
8.50 am.
Children currently go straight into class at
8.50am in readiness for the school day ahead.
Children returning after lunch at home should
arrive at school no earlier than 10 minutes before
the afternoon session begins.
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Absence
Please phone the school to report any
absence. It is essential that a note should be
sent when a child returns to school after an
absence. We will follow up absences on the
first day in line with our safeguarding policy, as
we need to know where children have been
when they have not been at school.

Attendance
Most of our children have a very good attendance
record. It is very important to notify school when
your child has been or will be absent.

Exceptional Leave of Absence
Requests
Should the need arise for your child to be absent from
school with prior knowledge you will need to
complete an Exceptional Leave of Absence request
form obtained from the school office. This is then
submitted anonymously to a panel of governors who
use LA guidance to decide if the request is recorded as
an Authorised or Unauthorsied in your child’s
attendance record.

Children progress more easily in their schoolwork
when they are happy both at home and at school.
Please make us aware of any anxieties from which
your children may suffer.

Children’s Progress

Children’s attitudes are often absorbed from
their parents. It is important that they see how
much you value school and their work.

Formal consultations are arranged each term
when parents have the opportunity to examine
their child’s books, and the chance to discuss
their child’s progress with the class teacher.

It is also important that the progress of a child is
not compared with that of another child. Every
person is an individual. Some walk or talk at an
earlier age than others and this personal rate of
progress is also true of learning. If you are anxious
about your child’s progress in reading, or in any
other subject, the class teacher will be pleased to
arrange a meeting.

An individual written report is sent to parents
near to the end of the school year. This is
followed by an open evening during which
parents are invited to visit every classroom to see
for themselves the whole range of work which
takes place in the school. Any parent wishing to
discuss a child’s report can make an appointment,
but our open policy allows parental access to
teachers at any reasonable time.

We truly believe in a personalised approach for
every child and want them to reach their full
potential.
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ensure that all items of clothing and footwear,
which might be taken off at school, are marked
with your child’s name. It is surprising how many
look alike, especially our school sweatshirts.
There is a lost property box located in the hall.

School Dress Code/Uniform
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Royal blue or red sweatshirts or cardigans
White polo shirts/shirts/blouses
Grey or black trousers for Boys
Grey or black trousers, skirts or culottes for
Girls
Black shoes
Fleeces or Jackets with the School Logo on are
also available
In summer girls may wear red and white or
blue and white checked dresses and boys the
traditional tailored grey or black shorts
Children should have smart haircuts please, no
tramlines etc.
No jewellery except stud earrings and no nail
varnish or make up to be worn to school
You can purchase book bags from our school

PE and games clothing
In order to enable children to take full part in
the school’s physical activities, we ask parents to
provide:
•
•
•
•

A plain red, blue or white tee-shirt
Dark shorts or navy PE skirt
Plimsolls – elasticated fronts for infants
Trainers for outside activities
• A warm top in red or blue
(for colder days) plus dark
coloured tracksuit bottoms

• A drawstring bag (named)

office.
Parents can currently use Tesco embroidery service for
school uniform that displays the school logo.

Each teacher will send to parents a class
newsletter at the beginning of each term
indicating PE days.
Older children wishing to play football at
playtime or lunchtime should have football
boots or a pair of old trainers which can be used
on wet and muddy grass, and suitable socks. All
jewellery i.e watches, earrings must be removed.

Marking Children’s Property
Much time is wasted in searching for lost clothing.
This is particularly true of PE clothing and
plimsolls, in spite of the drawstring bag. Please
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Medical Matters
It is important that we should be informed of any
medical condition that might give rise to
difficulties in school. If your child is sick, or has an
accident, then you will be contacted immediately.
Unfortunately, without appropriate arrangements,
we are unable to administer medication to pupils
in school. Schools are not required to administer
medication and are not permitted to administer
medicine which is not prescribed by a doctor.
However we do understand that there may be
occasions when medicine will need to be given
during the school day and we do have arrangements
in place for this. It is essential that parents complete a
form detailing the medication and giving permission
for staff to administer it.

Safeguarding
We like to encourage the positive things that
happen in school and use a merit system to
reward good behaviour and outstanding work.
From Year 2 onwards if a child collects 20 merit
points they receive a bronze certificate
presented during a special Gold Book assembly.
This scheme continues through silver, gold and
finally the Head Teacher’s Award. Book prizes
are given at the end of the year assembly to
pupils who have earned more 80 merit points
thus reaching a very high level. Behaviour is
also rewarded throughout the week using
house points and is celebrated at the end of the
term with a treat for house of the term. Friday
in Gold Book Assembly.

Every school is required to follow set procedures
when child abuse is suspected. All staff are
trained in the identification of child abuse,
however there are two senior members of staff
who have received further training and are the
designated members of staff.
Head teachers are required to refer any concerns
to the Social Care for further investigation, so
those children at risk can be identified quickly.
This procedure is intended to protect children.
When a school refers a concern about a pupil to
the Social Care, it is not accusing the parents of
abuse, but requesting that further investigation
takes place to establish whether a child is at risk or
not, or whether any help or support may be given.

Despite our positive approach there are occasions
when unwelcome behaviour has to be corrected.
We have a series of procedures, which the children
have full knowledge of, and the expectations of
them.
Should any problems arise outside the normal
constrains of school discipline, parents would
be contacted as soon as possible. We expect
parents to support the decisions made and help
us maintain the high standards of discipline set.
Parents can see the school discipline policy at
any time.

Behaviour
Behaviour is excellent in our school. Staff take a
polite and friendly approach to managing the
behaviour of all children in the school. Children,
for their part, are expected to return a respectful
friendliness towards the staff and towards each
other. Underlying the friendliness of staff is a firm
discipline, which provides security for children
and creates a working atmosphere that they
enjoy.
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Buddy System
The school operates a buddy system whereby the
Year 6’s buddy up with a child in Class R. This is a
very special part of our school with our oldest
children caring and looking out for the youngest.
The Year 6’s help the children settle in at the
beginning of the year and sit with them in
assemblies, play with them on the Early Years
playground, share a book and enjoy special
events together. Parents of both year groups
often comment what a wonderful system this is.

3. In the playground no child is allowed to interfere
with the games of other children.
4. Large or hard balls, sticks, bats, toy guns and
other toys are not allowed in school.
5. Indoors, children must walk at all times. Playing is
not allowed in the toilets or in the cloakroom
areas.
6. Children should not wear any form of
jewellery in school except stud earrings.

School Rules

Our Smalley Stars

Children at Richardson Endowed Primary School are
encouraged to feel at ease in their informal
relationships with staff. We expect our guiding
principles of common sense and courtesy to produce
responsible behaviour without the need for a
detailed set of rules, but past experience has
persuaded us to insist on the few following safety
regulations:
1. No child is to leave the school premises
without a teacher’s permission.
2. Children must not cross Main Road without the
help of a known adults using the “puffin” road
crossing.

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
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Respect themselves and others
Be polite and kind
Keep their hands & feet to themselves
Make good language choices
Take care of this school & its equipment
Make positive behavior choices
Wear their uniform with pride
Be active independent learners
Know how to keep safe
Always try to be the best that they can be.
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Curriculum
a representative from various organisations or
parents.

The curriculum at Richardson Endowed Primary
School aims to be exciting, stimulating and
challenging. We strive to provide a wide range of
learning opportunities, which excite the children
and encourage them to become life-long learners.
Standards are very high and all members of staff
have high expectations, enabling children to reach
their potential. Drama and practical activities are
planned and children have a very stimulating
learning environment where they are encouraged
to have a go and become independent learners.
Our curriculum is differentiated in order to meet
the needs of all children.

On Fridays we have our special ‘Gold Book’
assemblies. They are used as a vehicle for praising
those children who have excelled or tried hard in
any school activity.
Teachers enter the names of deserving children
in the “Gold Book” and these pupils are called
forward to show their work and to be presented
with a sticker before the whole school, together
with birthdays and certificates.
• A reminder is given here that parents can
withdraw their children from all or part of the
religious education and collective worship
provided by this school.

Assessment
We will assess your child on a daily basis informally
and at the end of a unit of work and sometimes in
a formal manner. This information will be used to
support teacher planning and ensure the
individual needs of every child are met.
Staff work closely together and consultation
between teachers, assisted by our annual records
and tracking software, help the smooth working of
continuity between classes.
An initial assessment will take place within the first
half term of starting school. Assessment will
continue regularly throughout your child’s school
life and you will be kept informed of their
progress. Assessments which are reported to the
Department of Education take place at the end of
each Key Stage, in Year 1 as phonics tests and as
formal Year 6 tests in the summer term. For details
of the standards our children achieved last year
please see the enclosed School and National Data.

Extra-curricular Activities
Members of staff and sports coaches organise
club activities for the children in out of school
hours. In the past these have included footballskill training, netball, tag rugby, rounders, hockey,
basketball, Kwik Cricket, badminton, drama and
cycling proficiency. For some of these activities
there may be a charge. Inter-school games and
other activities are also organised by staff.
Such activities are purely voluntary on the part of
staff.
No pressure is put upon children to stay after
school but pupils taking part in inter-school
activities are expected to attend at the correct
time and place. After team events, parents are
requested to wash, press and return school kit as
soon as possible. Music and Science groups are
also available in school with a charge to parents.
We have a school choir and each year, produce an
end of year show which the school has become
renowned for, such is the quality.

Religious Education
and Assemblies
All classes have religious lessons based on the
Derbyshire Agreed Syllabus. The syllabus, which
we follow, introduces children to the beliefs and
customs of a variety of religions, but has a definite
emphasis on the Bible, Christian beliefs and
morals.

Visits to places of interest, or extended visits
including overnight stays are annual events
which provide opportunities for gathering firsthand experiences which may be used later in
school based work. Such visits also give children
a chance to practise social responsibility in a
wider than normal field.

A daily assembly is held in which hymns and a
short moral based talk are given. Other visitors
are invited into our assemblies eg the local vicar,
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Parental support – How you can help and be involved
PTFA
We have a very active PTFA who support the school
and organise excellent events over the school year
for everyone to enjoy. These include a Christmas
Fayre, Summer Fayre, Art exhibition and many
more. All parents are welcome to join this friendly
group and help out at events or attend meetings.

Parent Champion Group
This is like a school council for parents and is a
group of people that can generate ideas for school
improvement and have a ‘parent voice’. All parents
are welcome to join this group.
They have also organised free events such as a
Website Workshop for Parents to showcase our new
website.
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Charging and Remission Policy
The Governing Body recognises the valuable
contribution that a wide range of additional activities
including trips and residential experiences can make
towards a pupil’s personal and social education.

Remissions
a) Refund of any recoverable costs due to inability to
participate or cancellation.

3. Breakages and damage to school buildings,
furniture or property

The Governing Body aim to promote and provide
such activities both as a part of a broad and
balanced curriculum for the pupils of the school and
as additional optional activities.

Charges
The costs of replacement buildings, furniture or
property.

The Governing Body reserves the right to make a
charge in the following circumstances for activities
organised by the school:

Remissions
None.

1. Educational visits made mainly or wholly in

4. Lost books or equipment

school hours

Charges
Parents may be required to replace or meet the full
cost of items of school property lost by their children.

Charges
A request to parents will be made in writing for a
voluntary contribution towards the cost of the visit.

Remissions
None.

Note
A statement of the minimum cost per child will be
made. Parents must be made aware that no
compulsion to contribute all or any part of the cost is
involved and that all children will be treated the same
regardless of parental response to voluntary
contribution to cover the cost of the trip.

Meals
School dinners are provided at school. Meals cost
£2 per day at present. Dinner money should be sent

on Monday morning for the whole week (£10).
Parents are requested to send the correct
amount of dinner money in a named and sealed
envelope to ease the task of collection clearly
stating which days your child needs a dinner if
they are not having one for the whole week. We
ask for a day’s notice for any child starting or
stopping meals so that the kitchen can be
warned in advance and our records adjusted.
Pupils staying for dinners or sandwiches are not
allowed to leave the school premises and are
expected to behave sensibly in the care of the
mid-day supervisors.

Remissions
a) Allowances will be made for children whose
parents receive Income Support or Family Credit.
b) Refund for all or part of voluntary contribution of
any recoverable costs due to inability to
participate or cancellation.

2. Educational visits made mainly or wholly
outside school hours
Charges
Parents will, with their consent, be required to meet
the total cost of such a visit, which will accurately
reflect the cost to each participating pupil.

Application forms for free meals are available in
school from the office.
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The key person for SEN at our school is the Special
Educational Needs Coordinator (SENCo), who liaises
with class teachers and monitors the progress of
those children who require additional support. A
copy of our SEN policy is available from the school
office on request.

Special Educational Needs
Inclusion and personal development are an
integral part of the spiritual and educational
philosophy at Richardson Endowed Primary
School. The care and support of children with
Special Educational Needs (SEN) forms an
important element of the pastoral and
educational care offered at school.

Equal Opportunities
Richardson Endowed Primary School operates a
policy of inclusion for all children regardless of
race, gender, ability or disability. All children have
access to a full, broad and balanced curriculum.

An Individual Education Plan may be made with
individual targets, re-view dates and ideas to help
parents to support their child at home. If targets
continue not to be met, outside agencies such as
Educational Psychologists, Speech and Language
Therapists or Behaviour Support may be used.
Specialists may be called upon for extra support.
After further consultation with parents the Local
Authority (LA) may have to make a statutory
assessment based on specialist advice. The LA may
then draw up an Educational Health Care Plan. This
describes all of the child’s needs and all the special
help that should be provided.
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Homework

are involved. Mrs Mason gives Year 6 girls a short
talk about personal hygiene and the onset of
puberty. Parental permission is always sought
before such talks are given and parents have the
opportunity to view and discuss any materials we
use.

Parental involvement is encouraged to help
with reading, spelling and times tables at
home.
Homework is set for all classes; the amount and
type will vary depending on the age of your
child. Class R homework is their reading and
sound work. Classes 1 and 2 have spellings to
learn as well as supporting their reading, plus
completion of special projects or unfinished
class work.

Bullying
Bullying of any sort is not tolerated at Smalley
School. For several years we have followed the
Derbyshire ABC anti-bullying scheme, recently
being awarded the Intermediate Certificate. We
have a well-defined anti- bullying policy that
carefully sets out our approach to this area and
actions that will be taken. Copies of this are
available from the School Office.

Classes 3-6 have a wide range of homework
including regular creative tasks to complete.
If your child needs more support from home,
with any schoolwork, you will be contacted by
the class teacher. Termly letters are sent by class
teachers to inform on the amount of homework
and topics.

Complaints Procedure (The 1988
Education Act)

Multi-cultural Policy

The school has a procedure for dealing with any
complaints. Any complaints which you may have
should be addressed to the Class Teacher or
head teacher in the first instance. The
overwhelming majority of complaints are dealt
with at this stage. If the issue remains
unresolved, then parents may make a more
formal complaint by writing to the Chair of
Governors. A copy of our complaints procedure
is available from the School Office upon request.

Although our children rarely experience it
locally, our society is now composed of diverse
cultures and faiths. The staff of Richardson
Endowed Primary
School recognises that prejudice towards any
ethnic or minority group is wrong and that each
person should be judged solely on individual
merit. In order to assist in eradicating prejudice in
society we endeavour to increase our children’s
understanding and awareness of some aspects of
the beliefs, customs, folklore and languages of
other cultures.
We aim to stress the similarities between own
values and those of other cultures, while
appreciating the fascinating differences, which add
richness to our society. Staff will always do
everything they can to eradicate prejudice or
discrimination against individuals or on a more
general level whenever it occurs.

Sex Education
Sex Education is a part of our Personal and Social
Education. More formal relevant sex education,
drug awareness and anti-bullying activities take
place in Year 6 when the police and school nurse
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